
Project 3: 

Driverless car 

challenge 



How can a 

car drive 

itself? 



Robotic cars 

So far, you have used two different 
methods to navigated the ErgoBot:  

 
•  specifying velocities and times 

•  changing the values in a set of 

motion equations 

 



Robotic cars 

Another way to program a 
robotic car is to specify a 

series of displacements. 
 

A displacement is a change 
in position.  Each leg of the 

trip is a displacement.  

 



Displacements can be described with x-y components. 

Displacements 



Adding displacements 

A multi-leg journey across a surface can 
be described as a series of displacements.  

d1 = (+10, 0 ) m 

d2 = ( 0, -5 ) m 

d3 = ( -5, 0 ) m 
d2  

d1 

d3 



Example 



Drive mode 

Set the ErgoBot to drive mode:   

Set the knob to the 12 o’clock 

position as shown.  This will 

lock the wheels. 

Do NOT attach the carriage. 



Launch the interactive 

Launch this interactive 
on your project page: 

Navigating a maze 



Select the maze 

Select the maze that matches 

the one set out by your teacher. 

Each maze is a square, 2 meters 

by 2 meters in size.    



Enter the coordinates 

Get the ErgoBot from 

“Start” to “End” without 

hitting a wall. 

The “Start” position for 

the ErgoBot is entered 

for you.   

Enter the (x, y) 

components for each 

change of position.  



Run the simulation 

Simulate runs your 

solution on the screen. 

 

Be careful!  Reset erases 

all your coordinates. 



Upload the solution 

Click [Program] to 

upload the solution to 

the ErgoBot. 

You must click 

[Program] each time you 

change your solution. 



x 

y 

The starting position 

Set your ErgoBot at the start 

position. 

Point the blue headlights in 

the +x direction.  

Click [Run]. 

 



The real test 

Does your ErgoBot make 

it through the maze? 

 

If not, why not?  Correct 

the problem and try again. 



What are the issues for engineers 
who create driverless cars? 

What might cause a robotic car to 
make a mistake? 

What additional information would 

be useful to the car? 

Self-driving cars 



New terms 

displacement 

components 


